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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we present some results concerning existence and analytic 
continuation of holomorphic solutions of linear differential equations of 
infinite order. 
Bony and Schapira [S] and Zerner [ 161 dealt with analytic con- 
tinuation of the solutions of differential equations of finite order across the 
boundary of an open set. The former also established local existence of 
solutions of the equations at the boundary of the open set. We investigate 
these subjects when the equations are of infinite order. 
There are many differences between the finite order case and the infinite 
order case. It is one of the most crucial points that we cannot use the 
Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem when the equations are of inlinite order. In 
the case of finite order, this celebrated classical theorem plays an important 
role. Therefore we must find another approach to the subjects. In fact, 
our results are based on the invertibility theorem for pseudodifferential 
operators of infinite order (Aoki [2]) and on the prolongation theorem of 
Kashiwara and Schapira [8]. 
If P is a linear differential operator of infinite order with holomorphic 
coefficients in an open set X in @“, we say that an element x* = (m, c) in the 
cotangent bundle T*X is non-characteristic with respect to P if there are 
an open conic neighborhood Q of x* and a positive constant r such that 
the total symbol of P never vanishes on the set Q n ((x, r); 151 > r}. We 
denote by Ch(P) the complement of the set of all non-characteristic 
elements. Although the total symbol depends on the choice of local coor- 
dinate system, Ch(P) is a well-defined closed conic subset in T*X. When P 
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is of finite order, Ch(P) coincides with the set of all zero-points of the 
principal symbol of P. We remark that in general Ch(P) is not invariant 
under the action of C* on T*X. 
In spite of those differences, our main results are natural generalizations 
of theorems in [S, 161. Let P be a differential operator of infinite order 
defined in X. First, we prove the following (cf. Corollary 3.2.2; a special 
case of Theorem 3.2.1): Let &J be an open set in X with Cl-boundary. Sup- 
pose that the outer normal 5 of as2 at 1 E 852 n X is non-characteristic with 
respect to P. Then for each open neighborhood U, of Z? there is an open 
neighborhood U2 c U, of A? such that if u is holomorphic in R and if Pu has 
an analytic continuation to U, u R, u can be continued to a holomorphic 
function on U, u Q. Second, we establish the existence of local 
holomorphic solutions of the differential equation Pu = f (Theorem0 4.1.1): 
Let i be a point in X. Suppose that there exists a cotangent vector < # 0 at 
i such that {AE@*; At ~ch(P)} is contained in the right half-plane 
Re 1 >O. Then for each open neighborhood U2 of i there is an open 
neighborhood U, of i such that U, c Uz and that P: O(U,) + O(U,) lu, is 
surjective, where 0 denotes the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X. In 
other words, we have Ext&,(9”/BmP, O), = 0. Here 9a denotes the sheaf 
of rings of differential operators of infinite order or of finite order. We 
remark that if P is with constant coefficients, the equation Pu= f is 
always locally solvable (cf. Martineau [13]). Ishimura [7] generalized 
Martineau’s method and established the local existence of holomorphic 
solutions for the equations of infinite order in a certain class with 
holomorphic coefficients. Our theorem on local solvability does not contain 
their results and vice versa. One of the advantages of our results is 
invariance under the change of variables. We also study the local 
solvability at the boundary of an open set Q (Corollary 4.4.2; a special case 
of Theorem 4.4.1): Let Q, i be as above. If P satisfies the conditions of 
above two results, that is, if the outer normal 5 of a52 at R E 852 n X is non- 
characteristic with respect to P and if there exist q E T.:X and 6 > 0 such 
that 1~ ECU with 1~ C* implies Re 1> 61Im II, then for each open 
neighborhood U2 of 2 there is an open neighborhood U, of Z such that 
U, c U, and that P: O(Q n U,) -+ cO(sZ n U,)I,, U, is surjective. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we review some 
notation which we need. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of charac- 
teristic set for differential operators of infinite order and construct a “for- 
mal inverse” of a differential operator, that is, an inverse of the operator in 
a ring which is a kind of extension of gm. In Section 3 we study the 
holomorphic continuation of the solutions of differential equations of 
infinite order. In Section 4 we establish the existence of local holomorphic 
solutions. Section 5 discusses construction of examples of the results of 
Sections 3 and 4. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Throughout this paper, X will be an open set in C” or, sometimes, 
C” itself. The sheaf of holomorphic functions on X is denoted by 8 = 0,. 
We fix a local coordinate system x = (x1, . . . . x,) in X. We denote respec- 
tively by TX and T*X the tangent bundle and cotangent bundle. We have 
the identifications 
TX=Xx@;- {(x,u);xEX,VE@“}, 
T*X=Xx@‘Cz {(x, t);x~X, <EC”} 
with a scalar product Re(o, 0 = Re CT= i vJj. If Z (resp. G) is a subset 
in T,*X=@; (resp. T,X=@;), the polar set I” of Z (resp. G” of G) is 
defined by Z”={vE@;;Re(v,<)<O for all <I)} (resp. G”={<E@;; 
Re(u, <) <O for all UE G}). We set T*X= T*X- T$X. 
We denote by 9a = 59g the sheaf on X of rings of linear differential 
operators of infinite order or of finite order. If U is an open set in X, an 
operator P E gam( U) can be written in the form 
P = P(x, D) = 1 a,(x) D” 
a 
(1.1.1) 
with D = (D,, . . . . D,) = (8/8x,, . . . . 8/8x,), where a, are holomorphic 
functions on U satisfying the following estimates: For each compact set 
KC U and for each h > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
sup Ia tl (x)1 < Ch’“’ a! -’ (1.1.2) 
XEK 
for any multi-index ~=(a~, . . . . a,). Here we set lcrl =a1 + -.. +a,,, 
a!=al!. . . . . a,, !. If there is m > 0 such that a, E 0 for every a satisfying 
Ial > m, we say that P is of finite order or of order m. Otherwise P is said 
to be of infinite order. 
If we replace D with g=(<i ,..., <,)E@; in (l.l.l), we have a 
holomorphic function in (x, <) E U x C”: 
P(x, 0 = 1 &(X1 e. 
m 
By (1.1.2), P(x, 5) is an entire function of infra-exponential type in 5, 
namely, an entire function satisfying the following estimate: For every com- 
pact set K E U and for every h > 0, there is a positive constant C such that 
SUP Ipk 01 G Cexp(Wl). 
XEK 
(1.1.3) 
We call the function P(x, r) the symbol of P. 
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If PE gm( U), P induces a continuous sheaf homomorphism 
P: 01 U + OIL/. Conversely, any continuous sheaf homomorphism Co + 0 is 
induced by an operator in 9m (Ishimura [6]). 
From now on, a differential operator defined in U means an operator in 
ga( U), i.e., a linear differential operator of infinite order or of finite order 
defined in U. (See [lo], [ll], and [ 141 for examples of operators of 
infinite order.) 
1.2. The sheaf on T*X of rings of pseudodifferential operators is 
denoted by 8” = 8;. By definition, we have 9’” = bRl PXX and a canonical 
inclusion zTc- ’ 9m 4 bR, where 71 denotes the projection T*X -+ X. 
We give a brief review of the symbol theory of 8’ (cf. [3]). Let 52 be an 
open conic set in T*X. A holomorphic function P(x, 5) is said to be a sym- 
bol defined in s2 if for every compactly generated cone a’ c n there exists a 
constant r> 0 such that P(x, 5) is holomorphic on a neighborhood of 
a’ n {(x, 5); ItI > r} and that for each h > 0, there is a constant C > 0 for 
which 
IP(x, 511 < Cexp(hltl) 
in s2’r\ {(x, 5); 151 >Y}. Th e set of all symbols defined in a is denoted by 
S(s2). A symbol P(x, 0 defined in Sz is said to be a null-symbol if for each 
compactly generated cone a’ c Sz there exist two constants r > 0, h > 0 such 
that P(x, 5) exp(hlll) is bounded in 52’n {(x, l); ItI >r}. We denote by 
R(SZ) the set of all null-symbols. 
Let us consider a formal power series in t with coefficients in S(a): 
P(t; x, 5) = f f’Pj(X, 5). 
j=O 
We say that P(t; x, 5) is a formal symbol defined in R if for any compactly 
generated cone Sz’ c Sz, there exist constants A E IO, l[, d > 0 such that 
Pj(x, 0 is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 52’n {(x, r); 151 2 (j+ l)d} 
and for each h > 0 there is a constant C > 0 satisfying 
in n’n ((x, 5); 151 a(j+l)d} (j=O, 1,2,...). We denote by s(s2) the 
set of all formal symbols defined in 52. A formal symbol 
P(t; x, 0 = c,?=. tjPj(x, 0 is said to be a null-formal symbol in Sz if 
~,~, tj c’, =o P,(x, 5) is also a formal symbol in a. The set of all null- 
formal symbols in Sz is denoted by ff(!Z). For two formal symbols P and Q 
in Sz, we say that P is equivalent to Q and write P w Q if P - Q E i?(Q). 
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We introduce a non-commutative product in S(G). If P = P(t; X, 5) and 
Q = Q(r; x, 5) are formal symbols in 52, we set 
Then S(G) with this product becomes a non-commutative associative ring 
which we write (S(O), 0 ). It is easy to see that &2) is a b&ideal in 
(S(G), 0 ). If x* E p*X, we have a linear isomorphism 
b,w, i= lim S(Lq/R(Q) (1.2.1) 
and a ring isomorphism 
B,W. i= lim (LqQ), 0 )/R(Q), (1.2.2) 
where Sz runs over the family of all conic neighborhoods of x* and 8:. 
denotes the stalk of 8’” at x*. These isomorphisms are compatible as linear 
isomorphisms with the homomorphism S(s2) + S(s2) induced by 
P(x,<)HP(x,~)+t.o+t*.o+ ***. If P is a symbol or a formal symbol 
defined in a conic neighborhood of x*, we denote by :P: the image of P 
under the isomorphisms. 
We remark that if P is a differential operator defined in UC X, the 
symbol P(x, l) of P belongs to S( U x CT) and P(x, D) = :P(x, 0:. 
2. CHARACTERISTIC SET AND FORMAL INVERSE OF 
A DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR 
2.1. For a differential operator of infinite order we introduce the notion 
of non-characteristicity (cf. Definition 4.1.7 of [9]). 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. Let P be a differential operator defined in a 
neighborhood of a point R in X. An element x* = (3, t) in f*X is said to 
be non-characteristic with respect to P if there exist a conic neighborhood 
52 of x* and a positive constant r such that the symbol P(x, 5) of P never 
vanishes on the set g n {(x, r); l{l > r>. The complement in T*X of the set 
of all non-characteristic elements is denoted by Ch(P). We call Ch(P) the 
characteristic set of P. 
Although the symbol P(x, c) depends on the choice of coordinate 
system, we have 
THEOREM 2.1.2. The set Ch(P) is a well-defined closed conic subset in 
T*X. 
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To prove the theorem, we need the following (Lemma 4.1.3 in Kawai 
[9]; see Aoki, Kashiwara, and Kawai [4, Proof of Theorem 11): 
LEMMA 2.1.3. rf the symbol never vanishes on the set L? A {(x, 5); 
151 > r}, then for every compactly generated cone l.2’ c l2 and for all 
constants h > 0, r’ > r, there is a constant C> 0 such that (P(x, <)I 2 
Cexp(-hItI) in Q’n {(x, t); 151 2r’}. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. It is easy to see that Ch(P) is closed and conic. 
Let y = (y,, . . . . y,) be another coordinate system and ‘I= (vi, . . . . r],) be the 
dual coordinates. Suppose that x* = (2, [) is non-characteristic with 
respect to P and x* = (9, rj)Oin the coordinate cystem (y, q), i.e., j = y(i) 
and 4, = C;= i (&,/8y,)(i) CJ, (v = 1, . . . . n). Let P( y, q) be the symbol of P 
in the coordinate system y. By the preceding lemma, l/P(x, 5) is a symbol 
in 8. It follows from Theorem 3.5 of Aoki [ 11 that there is a formal symbol 
c;, t$Tj( y, q) of order 1-O defined in Q such that 
We set Q(t; Y, v)=C,EO t’Qj(Y, VI)=~(X(Y), (~Y/~x)v)-’ exp(-C,Z, 
tjp(y, q)), which is a formal symbol defined in Q. Since Q(t; y, q) . 
P( y, ‘I) - 1, we have the following estimates: For every compactly generated 
cone Q c 0, there exist constants d > 0, A E 10, 1 [ such that for any h > 0 
there is a constant C > 0 satisfying for each N > 1 
N-1 
C Qj(Y, v)~(Y, II)- 1 d CANexp(hlr10 
j=O 
(2.1.1) 
in Q’n {(Y, v); Iv1 >Nd}. 
Suppose that there exists a sequence {(y”), $y))}V =o, i, *, ___ such 
that p(y(“) q’“‘) = 0 lim I~‘“‘[ = co, and lim,, o. (y”‘, ~(‘)/1~‘“)1) = 
(3, rj/lGl). If we choose N”G”be the integral part of (q(“)l/d in (2.1.1), we 
have 
N-l 
C Qj(y”‘, q’“‘) B(y(“), q(“)) - 1 < CAN exp(hl$“‘l). 
j=O 
Hence we have 
1 < CAN exp(hl#“l). (2.1.2) 
Since A E 10, l[ and N+ co as v -+ co, the right-hand side of (2.1.2) 
converges to 0 as v --t cc if we choose h smaller than [log Al/d. This is a 
contradiction. Hence we have the theorem. 
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Similarly, we have 
THEOREM 2.1.4. Let P* be the formal adjoint operator of P. Then we 
have Ch(P*) = Ch(P)“, where a: T*X + T*X denotes the antipodal map. 
Remark 2.1.5. If P is of finite order, Ch(P) coincides with the usual 
definition, i.e., the set of all zero points of the principal symbol of P. Hence 
Ch(P) is invariant under the action of @*. In general, however, Ch(P) is 
not @*-invariant (cf. Sato, Kashiwara, and Kawai [12]). 
If x* $ Ch(P), P is invertible in 8:. [4, Theorem 11. Hence we have 
THEOREM 2.1.6. Zf P is a differential operator, we have Ch(P) I> 
Supp(bR/6nP). 
2.2. A differential operator P is invertible outside of the characteristic 
set not only as a pseudodifferential operator but also as a formal symbol: 
Let U be an open set in X. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. Let P be a differential operator defined in U. Let Sz be 
the complement of Ch(P) in T*U. Then there exists a formal symbol 
Q=Q(t;x,l)definedinSZsuch thatPoQ=QoP=l. 
DEFINITION 2.2.2. The formal symbol Q is said to be the formal inverse 
of P. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. By Lemma 2.1.3, l/P@, 5) is a symbol defined 
in Sz. Hence we can easily find a unique formal series Q(t; x, <) = 
c;,, t’Qi(x, r) with coefficients in s(a) such that 
PoQ=QoP=l, (2.2.1) 
where we have extended naturally the product 0 to a product in 
s(a)[ [t]]. In fact, PO Q = 1 is equivalent to 
W, 5) Qoh 0 = 1, 
1 -&P(x, <).8;Qi(x, <)=O, 
(2.2.2) 
k= 1,2, ..-. 
j+lal=k . 
By using (2.2.2) we can construct Qj successively. In the same manner we 
find Q’ such that Q’ 0 P = 1. It is easy to see Q’ = Q. 
Therefore it sufices to show that Q is a formal symbol defined in G! To 
prove this, we need another way of constructing Q, as follows: We first 
assume that there is a symbol p(x, 0 of order 1-O defined in a such that 
P(x, 5) = exp p(x, r). Let q(t; X, 5) = c,TO t’qj(x, 5) be a formal series in t 
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such that qj are symbols of order 1-O defined in a. We set Q = exp q. By 
Theorem 2.1 of [2], we calculate PoQ in S(Q)[[t]]: Let us define a 
sequence of formal series { wk} (k = 0, 1, . ..) by 
wo = PC% 5) + 4(t; YY r), 
t wj+, =- 
j+l ( 




and set r(t; x, 5) = Ckm,o w,(t; x, x, l, t). Then we have PO Q = exp r. 
If we write r(t; x, 5) = c,Eo t’r,(x, c), we see that r. = p + qo, 
rl = q1 + acp. a, qo, . . . . and that, generally, rj can be written in the 
form rj = qj + Gj, where Qj is a differential polynomial of p, qo, . . . . qj- ,. 
Hence if we set r = 0, i.e., rj= 0 for all j, we can find qi successively 
such that P 0 exp(C tjq,) = P 0 Q = 1. Of course such a Q coincides with the 
preceding Q. 
Let us remark that each qj is a symbol of order 14. To prove that Q is a 
formal symbol, it suffices to show that q is a formal symbol of order 1-O 
defined in 52. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. Let p(t; x, 5) and r(t; x, 5) be formal symbols of order l&O 
defined in an open conic set 52 c F*X. Suppose that a formal series 
q(t;x, l)=C,Eo tjqj(X, 51, w h ere coefficients qj are symbols of order 14 in 
Sz, satisfies 
exp p(Cx, t)oexpq(cx, O=expr(cx, 0. 
Then q(t; x, 0 is a formal symbol of order 1-O in 52. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2.3. We use the same notation as in [2]. For every 
compactly generated cone Sz’ c a there exist constants do > 0, A, E 10, 1 [ 
and a function A,: R’ + R, satisfying lim,[, _ o. /Io/lrl = 0 such that 
IPjtx, 01 G Ai,AO(x~ 5)~ (2.2.3) 
Irj(-T <)I G Ai, ~o(X, it), (2.2.4) 
in CYn{(x,<);1<1~(j+l)d,} for j=O,1,2,.... We suppose that the 
interior int 52’ of 52’ is not empty. Let C’ be a compactly generated cone in 
int a’. We denote by E the distance from !S” to SS’ on I[/ = 1. 
Suppose that q is not a formal symbol of order 14 in S’. Then for each 
d>0thereexistj,~Nand(x,,~,)~SZ’suchthat ltOl>(j,,+l)dand 
lqj(X, 5)l Q&.3/10(x, <) in Q’n {It;1 2 (j+ l)d}, 
j=O, 1, . . . . j,- 1, (2.2.5) 
Iqjoi,(xOF tO)l > 4 ’ 3AO(xOv tOI. (2.2.6) 
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If we define { w$)) as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [2], we have 
Q&,5)=Pj&,5)+ c , , , , . wykb x r 0 (2.2.7) 
* c :=z”” 
Since w$lk (k > 0) is determined by po, . . . . pjo- r, qo, . . . . qjo- r, we can apply 
Lemma 2.2 of [2 3 to estimate IV!‘) ,O,k : There is a constant B > 0 which is 
independent of E, d, do such that 
< Bk(k+ l)k-‘A+-k(6A0)1+’ 151 -k E-~~, (2.2.8) 
inC’n{~~]~(j,+1)(1-~)-‘d’} withd’=max{d,d,}. 
Let A, and A; be two constants such that 0 <A; < A, < 1. We choose 
d, > BA,y’A;-’ such that 6BA,l<l-’ E-~<A,J~ for It] >d,ed2. Then we 
have 
in Q’n (I<[ >((j,+l)d”) with d”=max((l-s)-‘d’, d,&-*). Since d is 
an arbitrary constant and B is independent of E, d, do, we may assume 
from the beginning that d > do, d> d,.r2. Moreover, we can assume 
l<ol 2 (jo+ l)(l --E)-’ d. Hence we have 
c , wj,$c(xO, xO, to, 50) G A$AO(xO, hd* (2.2.9) 
O<l<k<jo 
k#O 
Thus we have by (2.2.3F(2.2.9) 
Irjo(x09 5011 a 14j~(x0, tO>l - IPjo(xO, <*)I 
- c Iwj;&(xO, xO9 t-0, tO)l 
Ocltkcjo 
k#O 
> ~jd)~o(xo, To). 
This is impossible by (2.2.3). Hence q is a formal symbol of order 1-O. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.3. 
By the lemma q is a formal symbol of order 1-O. Thus Q = exp q is a 
formal symbol defined in 0. Now we remark that q. = -p. Hence Q is 
written in the form 
Q(cx, <)=P(x, 5)'exp( f fj4i(x, CT))* 
j=l 
607/72/2-7 
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For j > 1, qj are differential polynomials of 8,~ = a, P/P and of 
acp = a, P/P. Hence the preceding argument is valid without assuming that 
P is written in the form P = exp p with a symbol p of order l&O. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. 
3. HOLOMORPHJC CONTINUATION 
3.1. In this section we set X= C”. Let G, , Gz be closed convex cones in 
C=” with vertex at the origin such that Gi - (0) c int G,, int G, ~4. Let 
x,, x2 be two points in @“. We set Qi = xi + int Gi (i = 1,2) and suppose 
R, - 52, # 0. Let U be an open set such that U 3 Q, - QR,. Let P be a 
differential operator (of infinite order or finite order) defined in U. We 
denote by A4 the complex 
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Let 52,,Qz, U, P, and A4 be as above. If 
U x GT n Ch( P) = Izf, then 
RHom,sc,,(M, W,,-,,(Q,, O))=O. (3.1.1) 
Here RHom and W denote the right derived functors of Horn and r, 
respectively. 
Proof: There is y E int G, such that y + Q, c 52,. We set y, = s0 y with 
s0 = inf{s E R + ; x1 + sy~1;2~). Let us define a family of open sets 
Prh<r<l by Q,=((l-t)y,+Q,)u(52,nQz). Then we can apply 
Theorem 4.1.1 of Kashiwara and Schapira [8] if we set G = { 0}, 
Q= Ux Gy. Since qG*U=O, we have (3.1.1). 
3.2. Let Z be a closed convex proper cone in C; with vertex at 0. We say 
that an open set Q in @” satisfies the cone condition C(& I) at i E 852 
(Definition 4.1 of Bony and Schapira [S]) if for every conic neighborhood 
I” of Z, there exist a neighborhood V of 2 and a constant E > 0 such that 
x+int(lO)n (vECc”; lv[ <E} cQ 
for any x E Vn 0, where int(l”‘) denotes the interior of the polar set of 1 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let Z be a closed convex proper cone in C;, Sz an open 
set in C’. Let P be a differential operator of infinite order or of finite order 
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defined in a neighborhood of a point J E add If 61 satisjk the cone condition 
C(2, I) at 2 and (2, <) k non-characteristic with respect to P for any 5 E I, 
then we have 
Here we set Z = @” -a. 
In other words, for each open neighborhood Ur of 2 there is an open 
neighborhood U, of 2 such that if a function u is holomorphic in 52 and Pu 
is holomorphically continued to U, uQ, then u can be holomorphically 
continued to U,uQ. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. By Lemma 4.1 of [S], there is an open 
neighborhood U of 2 such that Q n U is connected. By shrinking U, we 
may assume that P is defined in U and Ux In Ch(P) = 0. Since Ch( P) 
is closed, there exist two proper convex neighborhoods I,, Z2 of Z such 
that ZcZz~ZI and UxI,nCh(P)=fZI. We set G,=Z,” (i=1,2) and 
Q,=R+intG,. WechooseavectoryEintG, andsetQ,=z?-sy+intG, 
with 0 <a + 1. If E is sufficiently small, there is a holomorphically convex 
set u’such that Q,-QRzcU‘cU, 52,nU’cQ. By Proposition3.1.1 we 
have 
RHom wyU)M v+&L W)=O* 
Since 12, and Q2 are convex we have 
(3.2.1) 
Horn w&M JG-n,Vh, W)=O. (3.2.2) 
On the other hand Hb,-&O,, 0) is isomorphic to 0(Q, n a2 n U’)/ 
U(Q, n 6“). Suppose that a function u is holomorphic in 0 and Pu has a 
holomorphic continuation to f2 u (a, n V). If we restrict u to L?, n Q2 n U 
and regard it as an element in HA, _ &Oi, O), we have Pu = 0. This implies 
u = 0 by (3.2.2). Hence u has a holomorphic continuation to 8, n U’, a 
neighborhood of 2. Thus we have the theorem. 
If a is written locally in the form 52 = (x; f(x) c 0} with a real valued 
Cl-function such that f(Z) = 0, a satisfies the cone condition C(& I) with 
Z = Iw + df(2). Hence we have 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. Let Q be an open set in @” with Cl-boundary near 
Z E 8s. Let P be a differential operator defined in a neighborhood of 2, 
Suppose that the outer normal of 80 at R is non-characteristic with respect to 
P. Then we have 
3r OWa,&W/9*P, $(S)), =o, 
where we set Z = Q=” - D. 
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3.3. Sebbar [ 151 dealt with holomorphic continuation of the solutions 
of the equation Pu= u in the case where P is a differential operator of 
infinite order with constant coefficients. Using an argument similar to that 
in Section 3.1 we shall show that the assumption “P” of [ 151 can be 
removed. 
We briefly review the notation in [ 151 with slight modifications. If P is a 
differential operator with constant coeflicients, Ch(P) can be regarded as a 
subset in C;. Let A be a closed cone in C;. For a compact convex set K 
and for an open convex set a in C”, we set 
(QA= n {zE@“; Wz, t>GHK(5)) 
tEA 
with HK(<)=sup,EKRe(x, {), and 
(o), = u int<K)A, 
K 
where K runs over the family of all compact convex sets in S2. We call 
(Sz), the polar enveloping of a with respect to A. 
THEOREM 3.3.1 (cf. Corollary 3.2.2 of [15]). Let P be a dzfferential 
operator with constant coefficients. Let 52 be an open convex set in @” and 0’ 
be the polar enveloping of 0 with respect to the characteristic set Ch(P) of P. 
Suppose that u is a holomorphic function in Q and Pu has a holomorphic 
continuation to s2’. Then u has a holomorphic continuation to Q’. 
Proof. For a point x E C”, we denote by K(x, Q) the convex hull of (x} 
and 52. It suffices to show the theorem when Sz is relatively compact. We 
shall show that u has a holomorphic continuation to int K(x, Q) for every 
~~52’. Let us denote by G the cone (with vertex at x) generated by (x} 
and 6. Let G be a closed cone with vertex at 0 such that G = x + G. Let y 
be a vector in int G. We set 
s,=inf{sElR+;x+syESZ}, 
and z = x + s,y. For each t E 10, 1 [ we set 
Q,=(z+t(x-z)+intG)nintK(x,Q)uQ. 
It is clear that a,=a and Sz, =int K(x, Q). If we set 
Q=C”xintGcFC”, 
a,, - 52,, is Q-flat in the sense of [S] on a neighborhood of any point in 
52, - 52, for any 0 d t, < t, < 1. Moreover we can see G” n Ch(P) = 0. In 
fact, since XE (SZ)ohcPj, we have 
Re(x, t> <sup Wz, if), for every 5 E Ch(P). 
2ER 
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Hence for each z E a, r E Ch( P), we have Re (z - x, < ) > 0. Therefore, as in 
Section 3.1, we can apply Theorem 4.1.1 of [ 81 and we have 
IRHom amccn,(~~(@“)/~“(Cn)p, w2,4-&4 9 0)) = 0. 
Since Q, and 0, are convex, we have 
Horn ~~(C~,(~~(@~)I~~(@“)p, %+,,@L @)=O. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. 
4. EXISTENCE OF LQCAL HOLOMORPHK SOLUTIONS 
4.1. Let P be a differential operator of infinite order or of finite order 
defined in a neighborhood of a point R in X= C”. We set &Z = 9F/9”P. 
We shall give a sufficient condition such that the differential equation 
Pu =f is locally solvable. 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Let P, J?, and 2 be as above. Suppose that there exists a 
cotangent vector go r*,X- T$X such that the set (A E @*; (2, A[) E Ch(P)} 
is contained in the right half-plane Re I > 0. Then we have 
After a suitable change of variables we can reduce the theorem to the 
case where 2 = 0, 4 = (1, 0, ..,, 0). Since Ch(P) is closed and conic, we can 
$so S;;;;le that Ch(P) n {(x, 5); 1x1 <cl} is contained in the set 
* x, 3 I <c,,15’1 or Re<r>6lIm <ii}, for some positive numbers 
c,,, c,, 6. Hence to prove Theorem 4.1.1, it suffices to show the following: 
THEOREM 4.1.2. Let P be a differential operator defined in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin in C”. Suppose that there are positive numbers q,, c, ,6 
such that Ch(P) n {(x, 5); 1x1 < cl} is contained in {(x, 4;); ItI1 <c,l<‘l or 
Re t1 > 4Im <,I 1, where we set [‘= (rt, . . . . r,). Then for each open 
neighborhood lJ2 of the origin there is an open neighborhood U1 of the origin 
such that U, c U2 and that P: 0( U,) + 0( U,)( “, is surjective. 
4.2. To prove Theorem 4.1.2, we show the following proposition. For 
a>0 and 6>0 we set 
B(E)= {XEC”; 1x11 <E, . . . . Ix,1 <&}, 
w(iS;&)= {x~@“;Rex,< -6-111mx,l}nB(a). 
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PROPOSITION 4.2.1. Let P be a differential operator defined in a 
neighborhood of the origin in C”. Suppose that there exist positive numbers 
q,, c,, 6 such that 
Then for each positive number 6’ < 6, there exists a constant k > 0 such that 
for every positive E < cl, 
P: @(WS’; kc)) -+ fl(B(&))I w(cs’:,ca) 
is surjective. 
Proof If we set 
Q= ((4 5); lclll >c,J('l, Re rl <6lIm tll, Ix,I <cl (v= 1, . . . . n)>, 
we have Ch(P) n Sz = 0. By Theorem 2.2.1, we can construct the formal 
inverse of P in Q. Namely, there is a formal symbol Q(t; x, <) = 
x,EO t’Qj(x, 5) defined in Q such that 
P(x, t)oQ(t; x, l) = 1, 
or equivalently, 
W, 5) Qdx, 5) = 1, 




Let f  be a holomorphic function in B(E) with Taylor expansion 
fb)=CfX. 
d 
For every positive number p < E, there is a constant C’> 0 such that 
If21 <c'p-'*I. We set 
with 
SCa)([) = m!(2ni)-n [,“I- l . . . . . [;“n-‘. 
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Here f dc, (v = 2, . . . . n) means the contour integral along an arbitrary circle 
with center c, = 0 and 
with 6’ c 6i < 6, B$+ 1. We shall prove that C z+,(x) converges locally 
uniformly in W(6’; ks) for some k > 0 and that the sum U(X) = C uj,,(x) is a 
solution in O( W(6’; ks)) of Pu = f: To estimate uj,,, we change the paths of 
the integration as follows: Let rlr r2 be two positive constants such that 
rl > (n - 1) corz. For fixed j,a, we set y(l) = ak with 
fi={(r,~~;Re~,>6;‘IIm[,l or I~lI~(j+lal+l)rl} 
and y”‘= {(,~a=; I[,[ =(lal +j+ l)r,} (v=2, . . ..n). (See Figs. 1 and 2.) 
Now we can write 
Since the chain y(l) x . . . x y’“’ is contained in a compactly generated cone 
0’ c Q, there exist, by the definition of formal symbols, constants d> 0, 
A E 10, 1[ such that for each h > 0 there is C,, > 0 for which 
lQj(x,C)l< GAjexp(W 1 (4.2.4) 
in Q’n (IQ >(j+ 1)d) (j=O, 1, . ..). We may assume r,>d, r,>A-‘p-l 
FIGURE 1 
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v=2,...,n 
FIGURE 2 
and hence the chain is contained in Q’n (I[\ > (j+ 1) d). We decompose 
the integral as follows, 
uj,m(x) = ujTh(x) + uja(x) + u~Ta(x), 
with (*= +, -,O): 
U~JX)= J?!,, do, f dc’Qj(xvc) 8(“)(~)f,+~>. 
Y’ 
(4.2.5) 
Here we set 
y$)={C,;ReC,= _ , I +6 Im ill, Re Cl >O, IllI 2 (j+ I4 + lb,}, 
I#)= Iil;ReiIG~,lImCIl, 1511=(i+14 +lb,), 
and ~‘=y(~)x . . . x 7’“‘. Let [F be points in @ such that Re C: = 
+b Im C,‘, Re t;: >O, I[:) =rl (see Fig. 1, where we set 3,’ = 
(j+ 1~11 + 1) r:). Let us estimate ufll (* = 0, + ). On the chain, we have 
ISca)(()l <a! (2X)-” (j+ Ial + l)-~ar~--nr;Q~-l~;~a’~--n+L. (4.2.6) 
Combining (4.2.4)-(4.2.6) yields 
luiq,(x)l < C,C’(A exp((lxl +h)r))j 
X 
( 
wW-l + W) Ia’ exp~~lxl + hjrJ 
pr2 > 
<C,C’(A exp(((x( +h)r))‘+‘“‘exp((lxl +h)r), 
where we set r=r,+(n-l)c,r,. Similarly, if Rex,~~+hl[:I<O, we 
have 
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luif,(x)l G ChC’Ai(pr,)-ioi (exp(((n- l)h+ Ix’I)rl))i+f’i+’ 
X 
s 
m exp(((n- l)h+Rex,C:)(j+ Ial + 1)s) u!r 
1 
<C,,C’(A exp(((n- l)h+ I~‘l)r,))~IRex,Cf +hlC:I I-’ 
x (exp(((n - 1)h + l~‘l)r~))~~l+’ (pr&‘“’ 
< ChC’(A exp(((n- l)h+ Ix’()~~))~+~‘~ 
xexp(((n- l)h+ Ix’I)rJ lRex,C: +hl<:I 1-r. 
Here we set Ix’1 = lxzl + . . . + 1x,1. Since we can choose h to be arbitrarily 
small, 
C uj,,(x)=C t”&tx) + ujqm(x) + uir,(x)) 
i. = 6 Q 
converges locally uniformly in the set 
W’= {xE@“; 1x1 c JlogAJ r-l, Rex,[F CO}. 
We may assume co> 1 and r, <2nc,A-‘~-~d. Hence if 0 <k < 
A (log Al/2n2c,d, w’ contains W(S’; ks). 
Now we shall show that U(X) = cj,. Uj,,(x) is a solution of the differential 
equation Pu = jI Since P is a differential operator, we have 
P(x, o)CQjCX, C) e<xs’>) = F 7 af P(x, C) * 8: Qj(X, C), 
where the right-hand side converges locally uniformly in GI. Therefore we 
have 
P(x, D)u(x) = 1 j- d$, dfP(x, 5) -at Qj(x, [) 6ca)([)f,e<x~o 
i,a,P 
=C/dc C $a~P(x,~).aEQj(x,r,s’~‘(r)j.e’““. 
a.1 j+lflI=l ’ 
By (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) we obtain 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2.1. 
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4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1.2. Let f be a holomorphic function in 
B(&o) = (x E C”; lx,1 < EC), ...) (x,1 < E,,}, where s0 is a positive small number. 
For a sufficiently small E, >O, we set y= x-&iv with v = (LO, . . . . 0). We 
denote by q the dual coordinate system of y. Let us consider the coordinate 
system (y, q). We may assume that the conditions of the theorem are the 
same as those in the original coordinate system (x, 5). The function f is 
holomorphic in &so-el)= {YEC:“; Jy,l <E~-E,, . . . . Iv,1 <q,-si}. Hence 
we can apply Proposition 4.2.1: For each positive 6’ < 6, there is k > 0 such 
that 
I’: U(tT’(6’; k(eo--,)))-,~(B(&O-e,))I~(~‘;k(yl-&I)) 
is surjective. Here we set 
m(S’; k(q,-Et))= {ye@“; Rey, < --a’-’ IIm yl(} n&k(q,-El)). 
If si is sufficiently small, the sets @‘(a’; k(e,, - si)) and &sO - E,) are both 
neighborhoods of y = - s1 v, namely, x = 0. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1.2. 
4.4. In this section we study local solvability at the boundary of an 
open set. 
Let Z be a closed convex proper cone in C;, Q an open set in X= C”. We 
denote by j the natural inclusion 52 + X. 
THEOREM 4.4.1. Let Z, Q, j be as above. Let P be a dlj,ferential operator 
defined in a neighborhood of a point 2 E %2. Set A= 9 w/900P. Suppose 
that l.2 satisfies the cone condition C(J-, I) at R and that the following 
conditions hold. 
(i) B x In Ch(P) = @for a neighborhood B of R. 
(ii) There exists a cotangent vector [E T&Y- T%X such that 
{Id*; (i, @&h(P)} is contained in the right half-plane. 
Then we have 
&z:t&,(A, j, j-‘O), = 0. (4.4.1) 
Proox We employ the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.2 of [S]. 
Let M, Q,, Sz,, U, G,, u’ be as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. It follows 
from (3.2.1) that 
Ext&,,(M Hi, -&Ql, 0)) = 0. 
Hence for every f  6 O(Q n U’), there exist U’ E O(sZ, n 52, n U’) and 
rpeO(Q,nU’) such that Pu’=f+p in Q,nQ,nU’. Let V be a 
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neighborhood of L We take a point z in Vn (a, -a,) and set 
B’(z) = z + int G,. If V is suficiently small, we have Q’(z) - QR, c U’. By 
Proposition 3.1.1 we have 
OBHom sw(U)M ~Lq,,-,,sw), 0)) = 0. 
Since f and cp are holomorphic in G n U, u’ has a holomorphic con- 
tinuation to Q’(z) n U’. We now set u” = (51, u U,, Ynn s/‘(z)) n U’. Then 
U” can be written in the form U” = V’ n 52 with some neighborhood V’ of 
R. It follows from Theorem 4.1.1 that there exist a neighborhood I”’ of 2 
and a holomorphic function 0 in V” such that Pu = cp. If we set u = u’ - u, u 
is holomorphic in V’n V”ni2 and we have Pu=Pu’-Pv=f +cp-q=f: 
Thus, if we set U, = V’ n V”, U, is a neighborhood of k and 
is surjective. This implies (4.4.1). 
If the boundary of the open set is C’, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.4.2. Let Sz be an open set in X with Cl-boundary near 
Z E %2. Let P be a differential operator defined in a neighborhood of R. Set 
A = 9”/9”P. Suppose that the outer normal of asl at 3 is non-charac- 
teristic with respect to P and that there is a cotangent vector [ E Tf X- T$X 
such that the set {,I E Q=*; (3, At) ~ch(P)} is contained in the right half- 
plane Re Iz > 0. Then we have 
bzt&(d, j, j-'O), = 0. 
5. MISCELLANEA-CONSTRUCTION OF EXAMPLES 
5.1. In this section we give a generalization of Theorem 3 of [4]. Let r 
be an open cone with vertex at 0 in @. Let r and CT be two positive num- 
bers. Let f =f(T) be a holomorphic function in r,= {toQ=; TET, 171 >r}. 
Suppose that for each compactly generated cone r’ c r and for each 
positive number h, there is a constant C> 0 such that If(r)I < Cexp(hlrl”) 
in r;. Here we set r:= {r Er’; 1~1 ar + l}. Let p(x, 5) be a symbol of 
order m with MU < 1 defined in a conic open set Q in T*X. We denote by P 
the pseudodifferential operator with symbol p(x, <), i.e., P = :p(x, <):. If the 
image of Q n { l<l> rO} by p is contained in r, for some rO, we can define 
the pseudodifferential operator f(P) as follows: 
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Let R = R( t; r, x, 5) = c,?zO tjRj(z, x, t) be the formal inverse of 
r - p(x, 5). By definition we have 
(T-P(X, ~))oR=Ro(T-P(x, 5))=1, 
namely, 
MT, x, 5) = (T - P(X, <)I-‘, 
UT, x, 5)= (T-P@, 5))-’ 
for k > 0. 
By shrinking 52, we may assume that p(x, 5) is defined in a conic open 
set fi 3 Sz and that there exist positive constants rr, Co such that 
IPk 5)l d G(l51 + 1)” in Qn { 151 >r,}. Then it is easy to prove the 
following lemma by induction. Let c be a positive number. 
LEMMA 51.1. There exist positive constants Cl, B which satisfy the 
following: For every compactly generated cone Q’ c 52 there is a positive 
number E > 0 such that 
iRj(r, x, 5)1 < C,j! @~-‘(I51 + 1)-“-j, j=o, 1, 2, . . . . 
for (-G 5)~a'n {ItI > r, + E} and z satisfying Iz - p(x, <)I = c-‘(l{l + 1)“. 
Let us remark that for each compactly generated cone Q” c 52 there is 
c>O such that ]~.-pP(x,~)l=c-~(l~j+l)~ and (x,~)~Q”n((~(>r,) 
imply r E r,. Now we set 
4(X, ~)=(2~i)-'fd~ Rj(T, X, t)f(T), 
where f dr means the contour integral around T  = p(x, 5). Then Fj is 
holomorphic in Sz. Moreover, if we take 52’ as 52’ c Q”, we have 
IFj(x, <)I < CC,J’!(Be-‘)-‘(I</ + l)-jexp(hc-‘(ItI + 1)) 
in Q’n (ItI >r, +E}. Thus F(t; x, ~)=~,E, tJFj(x, <) is a formal symbol 
defined in Q. 
DEFINITION 5.1.2. We set f(P) = :F(t; x, 0:. 
To justify this definition, it suffices to show the following. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1.3. Let p, f, r, etc., be a as above. Let g be another 
holomorphic function defined in r,. If g satisfies the same conditions as that 
off, then we have f(P)g(P)= (fg)(P). 
Prooj By definition we can write 
f(P) = :(2k)-’ f dT R(t; t, x, r) f(r):, 
g(P) = :(2ni)-’ $ dA R(t; A, x, l) g(T):. 
Hence we have 
f(P) g(P) 
= :(2d)-* $ dr $ dA R(t; 7, x, r) 
ONt; 4 x, T)f(T) g(l): 
= :(2ni)-*$d7$dR(A-r)-’ 
x (NC 79x9 a-R(c 4 x9 C))f(z) g(i): 
= :(2ai)-’ $ dz R( t; 7, x, 0 f(7) g(7): 
= (fg)(P). 
This completes the proof. 
The preceding proposition yields a generalization of Theorem 3 of [4]. 
THEOREM 5.1.4. Let f, p be as above. Suppose that l/f(t) satisfies the 
same conditions as those off: Then f(P) is invertible in J”(a). 
Proof: f-‘(P) is the inverse off(P). 
5.2. We give some examples of our results in Sections 3 and 4. 
EXAMPLE 5.2.1. Let f be an entire function of one variable 7 EC of 
infra-exponential type. Suppose that there exist a proper convex closed 
cone f in @ with vertex at 0 and a bounded set B in @ such that the set of 
all zero points off is contained in B u r. Let ak(x) (k = 1, . . . . n) and b(x) be 
holomorphic functions defined in a neighborhood of the origin in C” such 
that a(0) #O with a(x) = (a,(x), . . . . a,,(x)). Then P = :f( (a(x), 0 + b(x)): 
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is a differential operator which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1.1. Let 
Z be a closed convex proper cone in {t E C”; (a(O), <) E CZ}. If Sz is an 
open set in C” with %2 3 0 which satisfies the cone condition C(0, Z), then P 
and Sz satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 and hence of Theorem 4.4.1. 
EXAMPLE 5.2.2. Under the same conditions as those in the preceding 
example, we can define a differential operator Q = f( (a, 0) + b). Then Q 
is also locally solvable, namely, for every open neighborhood U, of the 
origin 0 in @“, there is an open neighborhood U, c U, of 0 such that 
Q:WQ-WUu, is surjective. In fact we can construct the formal 
inverse of Q in the form 
(27ri)-+fA R(t;A,x, ()f-'(n), 
where R is the formal inverse of A - ((a, 5) + b). Hence we can find a 
solution of Pu = v with v E O(U,) as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 (cf. 
Proposition 4.2.1). 
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